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12 Rules for Life
"Since time immemorial, people have preached the necessity to live by the tenets of honesty, compassion and decencythat
integrity is the only foundation upon which true life itself is built. But no matter how well Man has intuitively known this,
none could point the way to achieve it. Is it any wonder, then, that the very subject of ethics has become either what one
can get away with or whats good for oneself alone? One cant live in a world where ethics itself is a charade and where
justice has become a mockery of civilization. Here, then, is a brand-new look, a way for an individual to pull oneself up, for a
society to reverse its downward slide, for Man to ascend to the heights of a dreamed-for destiny. For contained in this book
are the breakthroughs that bring understanding to the subjects of right and wrong, good and bad, death and survival."

Answers to Drugs
Scientology essentials for every aspect of life. Basic answers that put you in charge of your existence, truths to consult
again and again: Is It Possible to Be Happy?, Two Rules for Happy Living, Personal Integrity, The Anti-Social Personality and
many more. In every part of this book you will find Scientology truths that describe conditions in your life and exact ways to
improve them.

Handbook of Scientology
Productivity, efficiency, time management and security in the workplace are some of the subjects are covered in this book.
As L. Ron Hubbard describes in this book, life is composed of seven-tenths work, one-tenth familial, one-tenth political and
one-tenth relaxation. Here, then, is Scientology applied to that seven-tenths of existence including the answers to
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Exhaustion and the Secret of Efficiency. Here, too, is the analysis of life itself a game composed of exact rules. Know them
and you succeed. The Problems of Work contains technology no one can live without, and that can immediately be applied
by anyone in the workaday world.

The Problems of Work
An in-depth biography that tells the no holds barred story of Hubbard the scam artist and his Church of Scientology.

The L. Ron Hubbard Series
Describes Scientology principles to overcome personal problems and find greater happiness.

The Way to Happiness
We live in a drug-oriented society. Drugs pervade our world -- from street drugs and medical drugs, to say nothing of the
latest "feel-good" pharmaceuticals. Add to that the thousands of toxic substances we are exposed to on a daily basis,
including household chemicals, food preservatives and pesticides, and it's easy to see that no one is immune to this crisis.
Through the course of his research into the effects of drugs on the human mind, L.Ron Hubbard made a landmark
discovery. Namely, that LSD appeared to remain in a person's body long after they stopped taking the drug. This
breakthrough explained why someone who had used LSD in the past could suddenly reactivate a "trip" even years later. His
further research revealed that many other toxic substances could also remain in the body, producing negative effects for
years to come. The question remained: how can you eradicate these harmful drugs and toxins from your body? The answer
is the Purification Program developed by Mr. Hubbard. With the inclusionof a precise regimen of vitamins, minerals and oils,
we are able to work toward restoring the biochemical balance of the body and make it possible for the body to reconstruct
itself from the damage done by drugs and other biochemical substances. - Publisher.

Watergate: The Hoax
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of questions uniquely
combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. [The
author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical
and profound rules for life"-Page 2/13
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Basic Study Manual
Scientology
It's in the news. It's talked about on radio and TV. It's growing at an incredible rate. And it's got the answers. What Is
Scientology? Find out in the book: * How Scientology helps people in the here and now. * What the State of Clear is and
what it means to you. * What Total Freedom means and how Scientologists achieve it. * Why Scientologists believe they
have lived before. * What the E-Meter is and how it works. * Who L. Ron Hubbard is and why Scientologists consider him
their best friend. * Why Scientology is not only a religion, but a religion for people of all religions. * What kind of people are
Scientologists? * How Scientology began. * What Scientology auditing is and the miracles it achieves. * Who has been
attacking Scientology and exactly why.

Scientology, a History of Man
Bare-Faced Messiah tells the extraordinary story of L. Ron Hubbard, a penniless science-fi ction writer who founded the
Church of Scientology, became a millionaire prophet and convinced his adoring followers that he alone could save the
world. According to his 'official' biography, Hubbard was an explorer, engineer, scientist, war hero and philosopher. But in
the words of a Californian judge, he was schizophrenic, paranoid and a pathological liar. What is not in dispute is that
Hubbard was one of the most bizarre characters of the twentieth century. Bare-Faced Messiah exposes the myths
surrounding the fascinating and mysterious founder of the Church of Scientology - a man of hypnotic charm and limitless
imagination - and provides the defi nitive account of how the notorious organisation was created.

Battlefield Earth
This book claims to unravel history with an "E-Meter", describing what the author believes are the principal "incidents on
the whole track to be found in any human being". These incidents include electronic implants, entities, the genetic track,
between-lives incidents, the relationship of the Genetic Entity to Theta Beings, and so on. Also presented are Hubbard's
theory of how bodies evolved and why human's got trapped in them as well as his descriptions of how specific incidents
reveal "the true story of between-lives" and "the insidious nature of electronics in enslaving thetans".

Art
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Introducing the L. Ron Hubbard Series, The Complete Biographical Encyclopedia: a highly personalized and deeply
penetrating 16-volume set, chronicling the extraordinary life of L. Ron Hubbard. Detailing Mr. Hubbard''s monumental
achievements along the myriad of avenues he walked, here is the definitive saga of a life like no other--and all as told
through a multitude of archival documents and never previously seen images. Come to know L. Ron Hubbard--the legend,
the legacy, the man--with the most comprehensive account of his life ever assembled. WHAT''S INSIDE 16 Volumes 3,653
Pages 1,039 Photographs of and by LRH--220 never before published 265 Personal Letters, Articles, Journal Entries and
Essays 488 LRH Artifacts 241 Illustrations, Maps and Diagrams 75 LRH Poems and Songs Complete Glossaries, including
Hard-to-Find Terms and Phrases THE L. RON HUBBARD SERIES FEATURES * Never Before Seen Photographs - The images
within this collection were carefully hand-picked from L. Ron Hubbard''s personal photographic archives--many never
previously published--representing 10,000 hours of meticulous restoration to return these photographs to their original
grandeur. * Personal Artifacts - Over 400 artifacts are beautifully displayed throughout these volumes, and include: L. Ron
Hubbard''s typewriters, flying cap, mariner and fighter pilot''s licenses, pith helmet, rare coins and never-before-published
Boy Scout keepsakes. * His Personal Diaries and Journals - L. Ron Hubbard''s diaries and journals provide still greater depth
and color to a singularly exceptional life. Throughout the 16 volumes, uncover some of his most evocative thoughts from a
lifetime of adventure, exploration and discovery as he traveled an extraordinary journey to the founding of Dianetics and
Scientology. * Articles and Essays - From the profound treasury of Mr. Hubbard''s personal archives come the most
comprehensive selection of articles and essays ever published. Included are over 100 articles on the subjects ranging from
writing and photography to aviation and seamanship--not to mention the answers to Man''s eternal questions. * L. Ron
Hubbard''s Letters - Compiled from Mr. Hubbard''s personal archives is an extensive collection of letters. These letters are
the personal correspondence between Ron and his many colleagues and closest friends. * Indexes and Glossaries Extensive and easy-to-use indexes and glossaries are inside every volume. THE L. RON HUBBARD SERIES VOLUMES L. RON
HUBBARD, A PROFILE - This all-encompassing compendium for The L. Ron Hubbard Series highlights all he achieved as a
humanitarian, educator, administrator, philosopher and artist. It further presents the only complete chronological overview
of his life and discoveries. HUMANITARIAN, EDUCATION, LITERACY & CIVILIZATION - Gain a sweeping perspective on L. Ron
Hubbard, Educator and his deeply illuminating development of Study Technology--the only technology for learning and
literacy capable of reversing an educational tailspin and cultural decay. HUMANITARIAN, REHABILITATING A DRUGGED
SOCIETY - L. Ron Hubbard exposed the brutal truth of a psychiatric chemical onslaught, the likes of which this world has
never seen. This, then, is the story of 21st century cultural wastage. Also detailed is Mr. Hubbard''s clear and
understandable solution to all chemical toxins, with the Purification Program and the worldwide network of Narconon
centers. HUMANITARIAN, RESTORING HONOR & SELF-RESPECT - The comprehensive view of an L. Ron Hubbard program for
criminal reform that is factually restoring decency, honor and self-respect to otherwise lost human beings. Here, too, is the
story of L. Ron Hubbard''s common sense moral code for rebuilding bonds of brotherhood and now in the hands of a
hundred million people. FREEDOM FIGHTER, ARTICLES & ESSAYS - Presenting forty-four essays, Freedom Fighter is L. Ron
Hubbard''s long and unblinking look at precisely what plagues 21st century Earth--the whys, wherefores, and what we can
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do about it. Included is Mr. Hubbard''s incisive essay, "Strong Voices in the Land. PHILOSOPHER & FOUNDER, REDISCOVERY
OF THE HUMAN SOUL - Rediscovery of the Human Soul chronicles L. Ron Hubbard''s philosophic quest to the founding of
Dianetics and Scientology. Various rare essays, selections and discussions from all critical junctures of his philosophic
journey are included. DIANETICS, LETTERS & JOURNALS - What was it like to stand beside L. Ron Hubbard through the first
week in May of 1950, when he loosed upon this world Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health? Includes rare
correspondence and essays from the era. ADVENTURER/EXPLORER, DARING DEEDS & UNKNOWN REALMS - Discover a
classic American West, soar majestic skies at the dawn of aviation and sail with L. Ron Hubbard through his far-flung
explorations at the outset of his greater life''s journey. Anecdotes, articles and photographs illuminate all. EARLY YEARS OF
ADVENTURE, LETTERS & JOURNALS - Here is a young L. Ron Hubbard as revealed through a rare assemblage of letters,
journals and photographs--from then remote hinterlands of Caribbean isles, to his captivating voyages across the Pacific.
Also included are selections from his China diaries, revealing a world of lost mystery and splendor. WRITER, THE SHAPING
OF POPULAR FICTION - Come to know the literary legend that is L. Ron Hubbard--a leading light of American Pulp Fiction, a
screenwriter in the Golden Age of Hollywood and a creative visionary who authored some of the world''s most enduring
masterpieces. Here is both the story and back-story of a man who remains among the most widely read writers of all time.
LITERARY CORRESPONDENCE, LETTERS & JOURNALS - From his adventurous days in the great Pulp Kingdom, to the letters
capping half a century of authorship and excellence--here is the definitive body of L. Ron Hubbard''s literary
correspondence. Through this extensive collection of his letters and journals, here is the story behind the stories. MUSIC
MAKER, COMPOSER & PERFORMER - Explore the "universal language" of music through L. Ron Hubbard''s lifelong pursuit as
a musical director, arranger, performer and composer. Here, too, are his landmark articles on sound "behavior" and musical
form. Also included is a rare view of the world-famed L. Ron Hubbard Music Studio. POET/LYRICIST, THE AESTHETICS OF
VERSE - Through verse and lyrics, L. Ron Hubbard communicates his personal view of the world as no other art form can.
His works span the entirety of his life: his youth, the New York years--not to mention his greater journey to the ultimate
heights of spiritual fulfillment. PHOTOGRAPHER, WRITING WITH LIGHT - From shutter click to final print--there is no aspect of
the photographic process L. Ron Hubbard did not master. Here, then, is a photographic journey of rare depth, insight and
beauty. HORTICULTURE, FOR A GREENER WORLD - In this very special story of transcendent revelations and global
repercussions, track the course of L. Ron Hubbard''s horticultural discoveries. Told through articles and personal notes--here
is a journey of discovery bearing upon all living things and the very essence of life itself. MASTER MARINER, AT THE HELM
ACROSS SEVEN SEAS - Sail with L. Ron Hubbard and navigate his immense nautical legacy. View the ships'' logs chronicling
his voyages, his photographic records and previously unpublished essays telling of a life at sea and a "Master of Any Vessel
on Any Ocean." IMAGES OF A LIFETIME: A PHOTOGRAPHIC BIOGRAPHY - A $125 value FREE when you purchase The L. Ron
Hubbard Series biographical encyclopedia set. This stunning photographic chronology presents the intimate story of L. Ron
Hubbard''s life through meticulously restored images and detailed anecdotal captions. The newly updated and expanded
Images of a Lifetime contains over 500 photographs--many of which are rare and never previously seen. Features are:
Majestic 101/2" x 141/4" coffee-table size Over 500 restored photos of and by LRH Hand picked images selected from Ron''s
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personal photo archives FREE with purchase of The L. Ron Hubbard Series Biographical Encyclopedia set (a $125 value)

L. Ron Hubbard
No Man Is Happy Without A Goal, And No Man Can Be Happy Without Faith In His Own Ability To Reach That Goal.

Going Clear
Handbook for Preclears follows L Ron Hubbards book Self Analysis. Both books contain easy to do methods of discovering
your own mind, and increasing a persons ability to utilise considerably more of his mental potential. Discover why
behaviour patterns become so solidly fixed; why habits seemingly cant be broken; how decisions long ago have more power
over a person than his decisions today; and why a person keeps past negative experiences in the present.

Dynamics Of Existence
SYNOPSIS The pivotal breakthrough in this book, pointing to all that would follow, was encompassed in one word: Selfdeterminism. And while self-determinism in its native state is positive and strong, an individual can determine to be used or
worked upon by the environ and its people. As Ron otherwise wrote, Engrams are effective only when the individual himself
determines that they will be effective. The Fifteen Acts of Advanced Procedure are oriented to the rehabilitation of the
preclear s self-determinism. FULL DESCRIPTION With new breakthroughs on the nature and anatomy of engrams comes the
discovery of the being s use of a Service Facsimile: a mechanism employed to explain away failures in life, but which then
locks a person into detrimental patterns of behavior and further failure. And with that comes the technology of Advanced
Procedure and the means to rehabilitate Self-Determinism. In this book you ll find: The description and interrelationships of
Thought, Emotion and Effort The Fifteen Acts of Advanced Procedure The Five Types of Cases how to spot and handle them
The Emotional Curve what causes it to drop or rise in one s life and how its resolution unlocks one s ability Effort Processing
the breakthrough technology which ended the lived only once theory, revealing the entire past track of Man and the full
chain of genetic evolution Full Responsibility in a single chapter so legendary, it marked the change from Effect to Cause
and, hence, the route to true freedom The Logics, a system of thinking and postulates pertaining to the organizational
structure of alignment of data And the Axioms, containing the codification of the mind and life itself Here, then, is the book
which reveals how each and every aberration of the mind and body has an initial postulate to be so aberrated. And within
these pages, you ll find out how to discover those long ago decisions, conclusions, evaluations and computations which
made you the effect of your own cause. .
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Targets and Goals
This 228 page oversized book contains all of L. Ron Hubbard's essays on art, including Art in Its Basics, Art and
Communication, A Professional, Rhythm, Stage Manners, The Joy of Creating, How to View Art, Artistic Presentation,
Message, Color and many more. Also gives diagrams of mood lines and numerous tools any artist can utilize to achieve high
quality products in all fields of art from sculpture to photography. This provides the stable data you can use to enhance
your communication as an artist, and can be applied to the art of living itself.

Self Analysis
Dianetics
An in-depth presentation of Study Technology. Learn the reasons for academic failures, as well as how to identify the
barriers to learning and vital remedies for handling each of them. This book can be studied by middle and high school
students and adults to improve their ability to use what they study, and also professionals to improve their competence in
the workplace. Fully illustrated.

Dianetics: The Evolution of a Science
National Book Award Finalist A clear-sighted revelation, a deep penetration into the world of Scientology by the Pulitzer
Prize-winning author of The Looming Tower, the now-classic study of al-Qaeda’s 9/11 attack. Based on more than two
hundred personal interviews with current and former Scientologists—both famous and less well known—and years of
archival research, Lawrence Wright uses his extraordinary investigative ability to uncover for us the inner workings of the
Church of Scientology. At the book’s center, two men whom Wright brings vividly to life, showing how they have made
Scientology what it is today: The darkly brilliant science-fiction writer L. Ron Hubbard, whose restless, expansive mind
invented a new religion. And his successor, David Miscavige—tough and driven, with the unenviable task of preserving the
church after the death of Hubbard. We learn about Scientology’s complicated cosmology and special language. We see the
ways in which the church pursues celebrities, such as Tom Cruise and John Travolta, and how such stars are used to
advance the church’s goals. And we meet the young idealists who have joined the Sea Org, the church’s clergy, signing up
with a billion-year contract. In Going Clear, Wright examines what fundamentally makes a religion a religion, and whether
Scientology is, in fact, deserving of this constitutional protection. Employing all his exceptional journalistic skills of
observation, understanding, and shaping a story into a compelling narrative, Lawrence Wright has given us an evenhanded
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yet keenly incisive book that reveals the very essence of what makes Scientology the institution it is.

Handbook for Preclears
Self Analysis
Introduction to Scientology Ethics
Drilling for oil is a dirty business, and for Bill Murphy, it’s about to turn positively filthy. But Murphy’s as big and tough as his
home state of Texas and he’s more than a match for everything the oil-rich land of Venezuela can throw at him. Everything,
that is, except for one woman. Her name is Marcia Stewart. She’s fiery, she’s brave, and she’s beautiful and she’d like
nothing better than to see Bill Murphy dead. Her oilman father’s been killed, and Marcia tags Murphy as the murderer.
Murphy’s guilty of a lot of things, but murder’s not one of them. He’s drilling down for the truth, and now it’s his land, his
love for Marcia—and his life—that are on the line. With so much at stake, he’ll go to any length to come out on top of the
Black Towers to Danger. “Readers looking for a quick dose of escapism will be pleased.” —Publishers Weekly

Religion Inc
The Technology of Study
If you liked Dune, Atlantis Gene and Star Wars—you will love the book Battlefield Earth! In the year A.D. 3000, Earth is a
dystopian wasteland, plundered of its natural resources by alien conquerors known as Psychlos. Fewer than thirty-five
thousand humans survive in a handful of communities scattered across the face of a post-apocalyptic Earth. From the ashes
of humanity rises a young hero, Jonnie Goodboy Tyler. Setting off on an initial quest to discover a hidden evil, Jonnie unlocks
the mystery of humanity’s demise and unearths a crucial weakness in their oppressors. Spreading the seeds of revolt,
Jonnie and a small band of survivors pit their quest for freedom in an all-out rebellion that erupts across the continents of
Earth and the cosmic sprawl of the Psychlo empire. For the fate of the Galaxy lies on the Battlefield of Earth. “Over 1,000
pages of thrills, spills, vicious aliens and noble humans. I found Battlefield Earth un-put-downable.” —Neil Gaiman
“Battlefield Earth is a terrific story! The carefully underplayed comedy I found it delicious. A masterpiece.” —Robert A.
Heinlein “Pulse-pounding mile-a-minute sci-fi action adventure that does not stop. It is a masterpiece of popular adventure
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science fiction.” —Brandon Sanderson “Space opera that hits the right notes. It's provocative, exhilarating and genuinely
enjoyable.” —SCIFI.COM “Like the Harry Potter series, itʼs got concepts like good vs. evil, the noble savage and the heroʼs
journey—and people go crazy over it!” —Dr. David Powers, Educator Awards and Accolades: Top 100 science fiction books
Top three of the best 100 English language novels of the 20th century by the Random House Modern Library Readers Poll
US Golden Scroll and Saturn Awards Tetradramma d'Oro Award Gutenberg Award Read the novel that changed the shape of
science fiction * Over 4,000,000 copies sold * Translated in 25 languages * 21st Century edition with expanded content:
author's never-before-published handwritten notes & an exclusive author interview An engaging read for STEM learning The
imaginative diversity of the novel's characters and alien races, its military artifacts and striking technologies and
mathematics make it the perfect motivation for STEM learning. “Want to get your kid excited about STEM? Battlefield Earth
will give you the talking points, in fact, theyʼll already be talking about it.” —S.G. Educator Accelerated Reader level 5.8,
students earn 62 points Lexile 780 Discussion guide available for book clubs and educators.

Fear
Advanced Procedure and Axioms
The Handbook of Scientology brings together a collection of fresh studies of the most persistently controversial of all
contemporary New Religions

Scientology
No sector of life is untouched by the epidemic of drug abuse. Crime and violence are the most obvious by-products, but the
lives ruined or lost to drugs are most tragic. And the problem is not limited to street drugs; the misuse of medications can
be equally disastrous. With the information contained in this booklet you can learn why drugs are so damaging to the mind
as well as the body. You ll also gain practical tools you can use to help someone recover from drug abuse.

Self Analysis
Bare-Faced Messiah
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Black Towers to Danger
Learning How to Learn
True joy and happiness are valuable. If one does not survive, no joy and no happiness are obtainable. Trying to survive in a
chaotic, dishonest and generally immoral society is difficult. Any individual or group seeks to obtain from life what pleasure
and freedom from pain that they can. Your own survival can be threatened by the bad actions of others around you. Your
own happiness can be turned to tragedy and sorrow by the dishonesty and misconduct of others. I am sure you can think of
instances of this actually happening. Such wrongs reduce one's survival and impair one's happiness. You are important to
other people. You are listened to. You can influence others. The happiness or unhappiness of others you could name is
important to you. Without too much trouble, using this book, you can help them survive and lead happier lives. While no
one can guarantee that anyone else can be happy, their chances of survival and happiness can be improved. And with
theirs, yours will be. It is in your power to point the way to a less dangerous and happier life.

The Mind Benders
Learning is fun when you know how. It is only painful when you hit the three barriers to study and don't know what to do
about them. These three barriers are the only reasons a child gets distracted or can't concentrate. They are enough to
make a slow learner out of any child. The breakthrough is that they can be handled using simple and precise techniques.

Fundamentals of Public Relations
SYNOPSIS This is the story of how L. Ron Hubbard discovered the reactive mind and developed the procedures to get rid of
it. Originally written for a national magazine—published to coincide with the release of Dianetics FULL DESCRIPTION
Originally written and published in national magazines to coincide with the release of Dianetics: The Modern Science of
Mental Health, here is L. Ron Hubbard’s own story of his developmental trail and two-decade journey to the discovery of the
Reactive Mind. Evolution of a Science contains the only account of: How the optimum computing machine—the
mind—works How Mr. Hubbard discovered Basic Personality How the Dynamic Principle of Existence—SURVIVE!—was first
isolated How wrong answers enter into the mind and are held down, giving further wrong answers How there seem to be
“Demons” of the mind How the engram was discovered How Dianetics techniques were developed That’s why Evolution of a
Science is the story of the greatest adventure of all—the exploration that discovered the Reactive Mind and the technology
to conquer it. He wrote it so you would know.
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Scientology
The Creation of Human Ability
“A masterful piece of reporting . . . Reitman tells a spellbinding story of a larger-than-life personality whose quirks, ticks and
charisma shaped America’s newest homegrown religious movement.” — Washington Post Scientology is known for its
celebrity believers and its team of “volunteer ministers” at disaster sites such as the World Trade Center; its notably
aggressive response to criticism or its attacks on psychiatry; its requirement that believers pay as much as hundreds of
thousands of dollars to reach the highest levels of salvation. But for all its notoriety, Scientology has remained America’s
least understood new religion, even as it has been one of its most successful. Now Janet Reitman tells its riveting full story
in the first objective modern history of Scientology, at last revealing the astonishing truth about life within the controversial
religion for its members and ex-members. Based on five years of research, confidential documents, and extensive
interviews with current and former Scientologists, this is an utterly compelling work of nonfiction and the defining work on
an elusive faith. “A meticulously researched history and revealing exposé, a frightening portrait of a religion that many find
not just controversial, but dangerous.” — Boston Globe “This book is fearless.” — Wall Street Journal A New York Times
Notable Book Amazon.com Best Books of 2011, Nonfiction San Francisco Chronicle Top Ten of 2011

What is Scientology?
In a land of legends and mighty warriors, one fatal gunshot changes the course of a nation. Torn between two races, a white
man raised by Blackfeet Indians is propelled across the vast, unexplored Northwest wilderness of the early 1800s in this
historically accurate adventure of a desperate mission to defend his adopted people from invasion by ruthless white fur
traders.

Buckskin Brigades
Inside Scientology
Self Analysis
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Scientology is arguably the most persistently controversial of all contemporary New Religious Movements. James R. Lewis
has assembled an unusually comprehensive anthology, incorporating a wide range of different approaches. In this book, a
group of well-known scholars of New Religious Movements offers an extensive and evenhanded overview and analysis of all
of these aspects of Scientology, including the controversies to which it continues to give rise.

Clear Body, Clear Mind
Every Individual Is Made Up Of A Central Thrust Through Existance. This Drive, This Thrust Through Existance, Is Survival. It
Is The Effort On The Part Of The Individual To Survive.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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